ROBESPIERRE
the village authorities, that the lightning rod be ordered
removed. This, however, proved ample. In fact, the
Village Board, more gullible than the citizens, con-
sidered the danger so imminent that it ordered de
Vissery to take down the pernicious contraption within
twenty-four hours, failing which it would be removed
by the bailiff at his expense. De Vissery demanded a
hearing, which was held in the village hall, the whole
village attending. The Board confirmed its order. By
this time the villagers had taken fright. A mob gathered
in front of de Vissery's house, threatening to burn it
down. When he was further informed that a company
of grenadiers was on its way to effect forcible removal,
he yielded, at least in appearance; for the canny dc
Vissery merely removed the long point of the lightning
rod and substituted a short one. It effectively fooled the
villagers and the authorities.
But, like most reformers, he had more zeal than sense
of humour. He was not satisfied to chuckle, he must
triumph. So he engaged Robespierre to represent him
and appealed the case to the Provincial Court of the
Province of Artois.
To act as the St. George of science against the dragon
of superstition and ignorance, what a chance for a
young radical! Robespierre's faithful friend Buissart,
who assisted him, immediately got into communication
with all the principal scientific bodies in the kingdom.
Within a short time the case was being discussed from
one end of France to the other. The Academy of Dijon
solemnly went on record that de Vissery's lightning rod
was not dangerous and constructed in accordance with
the principles of science. The Academy of Montpellier
gave its opinion of the village authorities in no un-
certain terms. Condorcet, Secretary of the National
Academy of Science, was appealed to. The Academy of
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